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KEEP YOUR COINS  
IN A SAFE PLACE

What is CitaBit?
CitaBit is an ecosystem that 
simplifies cryptocurrency use, as 
well as providing usability and, 
at the same time, guaranteeing 
a high level of security of using 
cryptocurrencies by a common 
user. Our main priority is security 
of digital assets storage – we will 
provide unique solutions to protect 
the users’ assets. Since the facts 
prove that many cryptocurrency 
projects are vulnerable to hacks, 
leaks, and other unfavorable 
actions.

Our Vision
Our vision is to lead a new industry and 
create a completely safe financial ecosystem. 
We will strive to create a first, convenient, 
and innovative universal platform for online 
banking, crypto trading, and secure storage 
of digital assets.

Problems
CitaBit team has done a deep research and 

resulted in the following conclusions:

Exchanges
 + Liquidity problems
 + High volatility of crypto assets
 + Earnings based listing scheme
 + Lack of security, widespread fraud and 

hacking attacks to exchanges and users
 + Low withdrawal speed
 + Lack of investors’ knowledge
 + Work is not in the legal field

Banks
 + Lack of transparency
 + A large number of intermediaries
 + High fees
 + Bureaucracy and regional restrictions

 + Limited opportunities for investors

Solutions
CitaBit’s idea is to develop an All-in-one 

solution providing users with the following 

benefits:
 + High security level
 + Low fees
 + Various banking services without 

intermediates
 + Virtual debit card to conduct cross 

border transactions without region 
limitations

 + A large number of trading tools
 + Work in the legal field

Citabit ecosystem:
3 services packed into one platform: 
a bank, a wallet and an exchange

CitaWallet
 + Multicurrency wallet
 + API for sending and receiving 

cryptocurrencies
 + Instant cryptocurrency withdrawals
 + Sending funds to the platform users by 

email
 + Opportunity to buy coins via bank 

transfers and credit cards and to 
withdraw them directly to cards or via 
international transfers (purchase and 
withdrawal of cryptocurrency at the 
current market exchange rate)

 + Digital safe ®

CitaExchange 
 + Various cryptocurrency pairs
 + Low latency trades
 + Margin trading
 + Payment codes (CITA codes)
 + Dark Pool
 + API for trading, withdrawing and 

depositing cryptocurrency

CitaBank
 + Worldwide coverage
 + Cryptocurrency as a payment method 

to cover purchases with a card
 + Bank deposits in euros and US dollars
 + Virtual and debit cards
 + Mobile Internet banking, and more...

CITA will be listed with different pairs in the 

CitaBit exchange. The token will be used 

to pay fees with a discount in the CitaBit 

ecosystem. All users will have a particular 

discount while making payments with the 

token. Those who have participated in the 

token sale will not pay fees in at all.

IEO/ICO Details
 + Token type ERC-20
 + Ticker symbol CITA
 + Price of one CITA token 0.20
 + Minimum purchase 20 $
 + Soft cap $4,500,000
 + Hard cap $29,000,000
 + Total number of emitted tokens 

500,000,000
 + Unsold token Will be destroyed
 + Token decimal 8
 + PRE-SALE 13 April - 4 May 2020
 + SALE 5 May - 30 July 2020
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